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Meet Katie, Zoe & Billy
Katie, Zoe & Billy experienced extreme neglect in their early lives including being exposed to violence and drug use
in their birth mother’s life.
At 4 and 3 years old Katie and Zoe developed a close relationship and they play well together. As their brother Billy,
age 2 has grown the children have started to bond and grow together as siblings

Katie
Katie is 4 years old and an outgoing
little girl who enjoys the outdoors
and crafting activities. She plays
well with other children and adults.
She has settled well at nursery and
her ability to learn and try new

things has developed since being in
foster care.
Katie is a happy, healthy girl for her
age, who thrives on routine. She
eats and sleeps very well. There is
some concern that she can

sometimes be over familiar with
those she does not know, but with
good boundaries from her foster
carers this is improving and she will
need ongoing support to manage
this

Zoe
Zoe is a happy and healthy 3 year
old girl. She is meeting all her
milestones for her age and there are
no concerns about her physical
development at this stage, although
like her siblings, emotionally she

operates at a younger level. Zoe is
a caring little girl with a lovely sweet
smile who loves a cuddle. She has
settled at nursery and enjoys
colouring and imagination play with
her toys. Zoe can be shy and often

lacks confidence in strange
situations – she can require a bit of
support to try new things

has learnt to trust adults around
him, and relax and play – he is now
demonstrating a definite
personality with quite the sense of
humour!. Billy was born

prematurely and is still catching up
on his development, but has shown
a quiet determination and enjoys
all the opportunities he is offered.

Billy
Billy at 2 years old, is the youngest
of the 3 siblings. He has a cheeky
laugh, beaming smile and is
described as “a loveable little soul”.
Since being in foster carer, Billy

Do you have the energy for this thriving trio?
Katie, Zoe & Billy are described by
their foster carers as a ‘joy to care
for’; their carers feel that the

children need to find a new family
soon who can support their
blooming relationships as a sibling

group, nurture and support them as
they grow..
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